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President Isaias conducts official visit to Ethiopia
President Isaias Afwerki conducted
a two-day official visit to Ethiopia on
14-15 October, upon the invitation of
Ethiopian Prime Minister Dr. Abiy
Ahmed.

President Isaias and his delegation,
accompanied by Prime Minister
Abiy, visited the natural resource and
tourism sites, as well as a crocodile
farm in Arba-Minch.

Upon arrival at Bole International
Airport in Addis Ababa, President
Isaias was awarded a warm welcome
by Prime Minister Dr. Abiy Ahmed,
Dr. Workneh Gebeyehu, Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Ms. Mufteriat
Kamil, Speaker of the House of
People’s Representatives, as well
as other senior government officials
and former Prime Minister, Mr.
Hailemariam Desalegn.

During their visit to Jimma and
its environs, President Isaias and his
delegation were accorded a warm
welcome by the Saka-Chekorsa
people. Elders from the Oromo
group also presented President Isaias
with gifts.

President Isaias Afwerki, Prime
Minister Dr. Abiy Ahmed and former
Prime Minister, Mr. Hailemariam
Desalegn jointly inaugurated the
Omo Kuraz III Sugar Factory located
in southern Ethiopia.
According to a briefing provided
to the delegation, the factory,
worth more than 8 billion Birr, has
the capacity to produce 8 to 10
thousand quintals of sugar daily and
it provides permanent and temporary
employment opportunities for
approximately 3,500 people.
Indicating that while Ethiopia is

Upon returning to Addis Ababa,
President Isaias and Prime Minister
Abiy held discussions about the
progress of recent agreements,
future programs, and general as
developments in the Horn of Africa.

blessed with vast natural resources,
they are not being exploited as
expected, Prime Minister Abiy
said that strong efforts are being
exerted to develop the resources.
He also commended President
Isaias for his significant contribution
toward the development of the
Peace and Friendship Agreement
between Eritrea and Ethiopia. Prime
Minister Abiy also revealed that

Eritrea elected to the UN
Human Rights Council

he UN General Assembly elected Eritrea to serve on the Geneva-based
Human Rights Council, the UN body responsible for promoting and protecting
human rights around the globe.
According to report, the Assembly elected 18 states by secret ballot to serve
as members of the Council for the next three years, beginning 1 January 2019.
Along with Eritrea, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Somalia, and Togo from Africa,
and Argentina, Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Fiji, India, Italy, Philippines, and Uruguay from other
regional groups were elected to the UN body.
Based on the election procedures of the Assembly, the 18 new members were
selected according to the following arrangement: 5 seats for African States, 5
seats for Asia-Pacific States, 2 seats for Eastern European States, 3 seats for
Latin American and Caribbean States, and 3 seats for Western European and
other States.

the President’s official visit would
initiate joint programs between the
two countries.
President
Isaias
expressed
appreciation for the invitation to

participate in the inauguration of such
a significant development program,
while also stating that Eritrea would
gain important experience from the
project. He also wished success to
the Ethiopian people.

President Isaias Afwerki returned
to Eritrea on Monday. He was
accompanied on the official trip by
a delegation including Mr. Osman
Saleh, Minister of Foreign Affairs,
the Presidential Advisor, Mr.
Yemane Ghebreab, and Mr. Amin
Hassan, Director of the Office of the
President.

World Food Day observed
World
Food
Day
was
commemorated at Embaderho under
the theme “Our Actions are Our
Future”.
Speaking at the occasion, in which
Ministers, Government and PFDJ
officials, members of the diplomatic
community, UN representatives,
as well as invited guests took part,
Mr. Arefaine Berhe, Minister of
Agriculture, said that achieving zero
hunger is a function of concerted
efforts among many sectors. He
added that the most significant
sector, however, is the agricultural
sector; simply because about eighty
percent of the world’s poor live in
rural areas, where people depend on
agriculture, fisheries, and forestry for
a living.
Minister Arefaine also revealed
that Eritrea is on track to meet

Sustainable Development Goal
number 2, with a clear focus on
intensification, integration, and value
addition in order to achieve food and
nutrition security.

“Zero Hunger” and “Poverty
Eradication” and that the UNDP
is working in cooperation with the
Government of Eritrea to achieve
the goals.

He indicated that Eritrea’s strategy
for the bulk of the farming public,
generally described as small holder
farmers, is The Minimum Integrated
Household Agricultural Package
(MIHAP).

Dr. David Tsetse, representing
Dr. Jose Graziano da Silve, Director
General of FAO, said that the Poverty
Eradication Day has been observed
for the first time before 25 years and
since then about one billion people
have been out of poverty and that was
due to the political will of leaders.

For the other category of farmers,
ambitious programs are being
initiated to help increase overall
agricultural productivity, he added.
Representing Ms. Susan Namondi
Ngongi, Resident Humanitarian
Coordinator
and
UNDP
Representative in Eritrea, Mr. Clever
Maputseni pointed out that special
focus should be given to ensuring

At the event video show on
the farming situation in Eritrea
and presentation of certificate of
appreciation to exemplary farmers
was conducted.
The event was highlighted by
cultural and artistic performances
depicting the day.
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Eritrea’s Election to the
United Nations Human
Rights Council

Eritrea is pleased and highly
honored to be elected to serve on
the United Nations Human Rights
Council (HRC). The HRC is the
UN’s inter-governmental body that
deliberates on issues pertaining to the
development, promotion, protection,
and fulfillment of international
human rights law, norms, and
standards. Eritrea received 160 votes
from a total of 193 and its three-year
term on the Geneva-based HRC
will begin on 01 January 2019.
Eritrea extends its deep gratitude and
appreciation to the Member States of
the UN for their invaluable support
of the country’s candidacy.
\Eritrea is a country that emerged
out of a long, difficult struggle for
human rights. It achieved formal
independence in 1993, after a 30year war for independence. Nondiscrimination, equality, inclusion,
peace, justice, freedom, and ensuring
respect for human rights and human
dignity are key values underpinning
Eritrean society. Eritrea remains
vigilant and steadfast in its efforts
to implement all civil, cultural,
economic, political, and social rights
for all Eritreans. It aspires to become a
developed nation where the potential
of its entire people, including
women, children, and the vulnerable,
is realized with strong national unity
and cohesion, sustained economic
growth, and social justice.
Eritrea is strongly committed to
consolidating the rights of citizen,
and it has made significant strides
in improving educational and health
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services, agricultural productivity,
reducing poverty, and developing
infrastructure. Eritrea is also making
important contributions to regional
peace, stability, and security in the
Red Sea and the Horn of Africa.
Like all Member States, Eritrea
faces human rights challenges, and it
recognizes the work ahead towards
better and higher human rights
standards. Eritrea firmly believes
in constructive engagement and it
concurs with the wider view of the
UN membership that human rights
objectives are best promoted in
all countries through engagement,
underpinned by cooperation and
mutual respect.
Eritrea is party to key international
and regional human rights
treaties, including some of their
optional protocols. In addition, it
is party to several international
legal instruments dealing with
international humanitarian law and
labor. The Government of Eritrea
undertakes continuous efforts to
harmonize existing legislation
with the international human rights
instruments that it is a party to, as
well as with other human rights
concepts that have attained the status
of customary international law.
Moreover, the Government is making
the necessary preparations to accede
to the remaining core international
human rights treaties.
As a state party to key international
and regional human rights treaties,
Eritrea has submitted periodic
reports to the different treaty bodies,
and it has also submitted regular
responses to communications
emanating from the ILO. Eritrea’s
bilateral and multilateral dialogue
and cooperation are growing, and
more states and organizations are
closely engaging with Eritrea on
concrete actions that embody the
country’s cooperative approach to
the consolidation of human rights
and broader pressing regional issues
of peace and development.
Like most UN Member States
and almost all developing countries,
Eritrea opposes double-standards as
well as counterproductive selective,
politically-motivated,
countryspecific approaches. Instead, Eritrea
strongly believes that the promotion
and protection of human rights
should be based on impartiality,
genuine dialogue, constructive
engagement, and close cooperation
in order to strengthen the capacity of
States to comply with their human
rights obligations.
Eritrea is proud to serve on the
United Nations Human Rights
Council and it does not take the
responsibility lightly. It will strive
to ensure an efficient and proactive
Council, and it is fully committed to
supporting the valuable work of the
Council in the promotion, protection,
and fulfillment of human rights.
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Keynote Address by Minister Arefaine Berhe on
the occasion of World Food Day 2018
Invited Guests!
Ladies and Gentlemen!
At the outset I warmly welcome you all for taking your time
to participate in this year’s World Food Day. The theme of this
year is “Our Actions are our Future – A Zero Hunger World by
2030 is possible.”
Dear Participants!
Before we talk about our actions, I am sure, you can appreciate
that proper diagnosis about the situation on the ground must
be made. Eventhough achieving Zero Hunger is a function of
concerted efforts among many sectors, the most significant actor
is the agricultural sector simply because about eighty percent
of the world’s poor live in rural areas where people depend on
agriculture, fisheries and forestry for a living.
As it is documented by the relevant global institutions and
especially the FAO, conflict, climate, the economy, inequality are some of the reasons why the goal of Zero
Hunger World may seem more difficult to achieve than before.
Dear Participants!
It is to be remembered that world leaders met in 1996 and 2001 to reduce the number of hungry people
by half by 2015. This happened to be a miserable failure. A 2017 FAO report shows that more than 820
million people. (Almost the same as that of 1996) world-wide still suffer from chronic hunger and under
nourishment.
Considering this background, the different actors including the Government, small holder farmers, small
and medium commercial farmers, The Crop and Livestock Corporation, research institutions, extension
networks, academia, development partners, the private sector, and the media must play their respective roles
in a coordinated fashion inorder to create a Zero Hunger World where no one is left behind come 2030.

Dear Participants!
The basis of this noble mission is clear and enabling policy and strategy which is consciously and responsibly
shared by the different players.
In the Eritrean context, we are well on track to meet the SDG goal number 2 with our clear focus on
intensification, integration and value addition to achieve food and nutrition security.
We have a very clear strategy for the bulk of our farming public, which is the small holder farmers. It is
called “The Minimum Integrated Household Agricultural Package (MIHAP)” whose document is in your bag
and whose documentary you are about to see.
For the other category of farmers, we have embarked on ambitious programmes of multiplication of
improved seeds like wheat, sorghum, pearl millet, potatoes etc. in clusters inorder to impact on the overall
productivity. We are establishing farmers field schools, even if they have to be under tree shades, throughout
the country, so that farmers can meet regularly to share experiences from one another and from the extension
agents which at this time, are being assigned in villages or cluster of villages in a specific area.
The Research, Extension, Regulatory, Higher Institutions of learning, Forestry and Wildlife Authority,
and related sister sectors are also playing their part to increase agriculture production and productivity while
protecting the environment.
Dear Participants,
All of the above mentioned coordinated actions are making tangible difference for the better and it is,
indeed, true that OUR ACTIONS ARE OUR FUTURE – A Zero Hunger World by 2030 is Possible.
In conclusion I would like to express my gratitude to all those who have contributed to the endeavor of
achieving a hunger free world and appeal to them to step up their efforts.
Finally, I commend the organizing committee for a job well done and at this opportune time, I would like
to inform the audience that we are expecting very good harvest because of the good and well distributed rains
plus the effort of our farmers.
Thank you for your attention!
16/10/2018
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Peace in the Horn: A Closer Look at Lingering
Misconceptions about Eritrea
Dr. Fikrejesus Amahazion

enforce both parties to implement it.
Remarkably little was done or
even said in response to Ethiopia’s
violation. In fact, the international
community, led by the US, actually
supported – actively or implicitly
– Ethiopia’s refusal to implement
the EEBC ruling (for example,
through raising unrelated issues and
exploring options for “an alternative
mechanism” to the EEBC, as per
Ethiopia’s requests). The simple fact
of the matter is that Ethiopia could not
have managed to violate fundamental
pillars of international law to occupy
sovereign Eritrean territories with
impunity, without overarching
international political and diplomatic
support and protection.

Over the past several months,
the powerful winds of change have
swept across the Horn of Africa,
ushering in the possibility for lasting
peace, stability, and security. The
rapidly unfolding, momentous events
are both highly encouraging and a
greatly welcome development in a
long troubled region. While the spate
of peace declarations and cooperation
agreements has elicited considerable
comment and discussion, especially
in regard to Eritrea, it is important to
reexamine and clarify a number of
points.
First, in stark contrast to the general
portrayal, Eritrea’s commitment
toward peace with Ethiopia is not a
recent or new development, a point
clearly illustrated and substantiated
by the historical record. For
example, after the Eritrea Ethiopia
Boundary Commission (EEBC)
rendered its ruling on 13 April
2002, Eritrea accepted the EEBC’s
decisions in their entirety and
without equivocation or ambiguity,
hoping that the final determination
of the border would open the doors
to lasting peace and development
between the two countries and the
region as a whole.
Unfortunately, however, Ethiopia’s
response was different. Although
Article 4.15 of the Algiers Peace
Agreement (voluntarily signed by
Eritrea and Ethiopia on 12 December
2000) clearly stipulates that both
Eritrea and Ethiopia “agree that
the delimitation and demarcation
determinations of the Commission
shall be final and binding,” Ethiopia
completely failed to abide by its
legal obligations and responsibilities,
and persistently sought to obstruct,
subvert, or reverse the EEBC’s
rulings.
Shortly after the verdict, Ethiopia
actually appeared to accept the
EEBC ruling. Both the Ethiopian
Foreign Minister and the country’s
parliament
made
statements
proclaiming Ethiopia’s “satisfaction”
with and wholehearted “acceptance”
of the decision, and the Ethiopian
government also expressed gratitude
to the Commission for delivering
a “just” verdict, even calling on
the international community to
“compel Eritrea to agree to a speedy
demarcation.”
However, this initial line
of approach was quickly and
dramatically reversed. In 2003,

Ethiopia denounced the ruling as
“illegal, unjust and irresponsible,”
while castigating the Boundary
Commission and seeking to reopen
the EEBC’s decisions through
an
“alternative
mechanism.”
Subsequently, in 2004, Ethiopia
vacillated again, this time shifting
its position to claim that it accepted
the ruling “in principle,” but within
the context of various and numerous
reservations,
qualifications,
and preconditions prior to
implementation. Ethiopia also began
to establish illegal settlements within
sovereign Eritrean territories, and in
2006 the Ethiopian Foreign Minister,
Seyoum Mesfin, sent a highly
publicized letter to the President of
the EEBC, Sir Elihu Lauterpacht,
again criticizing the EEBC.
Despite Ethiopia’s patent failure
to abide by its legal obligations
and responsibilities, manifest in its
military occupation of large swathes
of Eritrean territory (including
Badme, the flashpoint for the war)
and policy of unremitting aggression
and hostility against its northern
neighbor, Eritrea, to its credit,
remained committed to peace and
the rule of law, and generally sought
to uphold the integrity of the Algiers
Peace Agreement. It vehemently
rejected the UN/US supported
“appointments of special envoys”
– Lloyd Axworthy and Dan Forth
respectively – as it knew full well that
these “alternative mechanisms” were
primarily conceived and designed to
circumvent and alter the “final and
binding” legal ruling of the EEBC.
Eritrea also refused to engage
in “dialogue” with the Ethiopian
regime, in spite of intense pressure
to do so from vast segments of the

international community, as this was,
again, rightly interpreted as another
tool for confounding the problem and
in effect, a thinly-veiled euphemism
for discarding the EEBC ruling.
This is the historical and diplomatic
backdrop to the momentous event
of the Comprehensive Peace and
Friendship Agreement signed
between Eritrea and Ethiopia on
9 July this year. This agreement
is squarely anchored on the
unequivocal implementation of the
EEBC ruling and respect of each
other’s sovereignty and territorial
integrity.
Credit is, of course, due to the
resilience of the Eritrean people
and the statesmanship, vision, and
boldness of President Isaias Afwerki
and Ethiopian Prime Minister,
Dr. Abiy Ahmed, who took office
in April on the back of years of
massive anti-government protests
across Ethiopia. The Ethiopian
Prime Minister has indeed played
a pivotal role in making the recent
rapprochement possible. That said,
it is also indisputable that Eritrea
has long been committed to genuine
peace with Ethiopia, based on
respect for sovereignty and territorial
integrity.
Second, there are lingering
misconceptions surrounding the
EEBC. As the recent peace initiatives
have given rise to great optimism and
a sense of hope across the region,
many commentators have also
looked back upon the long period of
“no war, no peace” between Eritrea
and Ethiopia and attributed it to
alleged flaws and shortcomings of
the EEBC process and ruling. Once
again, however, this is far from

accurate.
Formally established in 2001
in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the Algiers Peace
Agreement, which was guaranteed
by the UN and the OAU/AU and
witnessed by the US, the European
Union (EU), and Algeria, the EEBC
consisted of five distinguished and
highly respected international jurists.
Ethiopia and Eritrea appointed two
commissioners each, while the
fifth commissioner, serving as the
president of the Commission, was
selected by the party-appointed
commissioners. After a lengthy
investigation and litigation process,
the Commission presented a report
described by many as being based on
sound legal principles and a rigorous
examination of detailed historical
and other evidence. Furthermore,
the Commission’s ruling was
authoritative,
objective,
and
impartial, notably being immediately
and strongly endorsed by numerous
countries
and
international
organizations.
Beyond being inaccurate, solely
or overwhelmingly focusing on
supposed flaws with the EEBC
ruling or process overlooks how the
international community egregiously
shirked its fundamental moral and
legal duties and simply turned a blind
eye to Ethiopia’s flagrant violation of
international law. Despite the Algiers
Peace Agreement containing explicit
provisions stipulating the invocation
of Chapter VII of the UN Charter
to impose punitive measures on the
recalcitrant party, both the UN and
AU, as guarantors, failed to fulfill
their mandate and carry out their
responsibility to guarantee the EEBC
ruling without preconditions and

Finally, many recent headlines
and articles have crudely equated
Eritrea and Ethiopia to small, weak
pawns being maneuvered by larger,
more powerful players from the
neighboring region. Although it is
certainly true that Saudi Arabia and
the UAE have become increasingly
active within the Horn of Africa
in recent times, as well as played
a significant role in paving the
path toward normalization, this
characterization crudely diminishes
and denies the courageous, forward
looking role and initiative undertaken
by Eritreans and Ethiopians
themselves.
In terms of Eritrea, such simplistic
portrayals are also belied by the
fact that it has historically been,
and continues to be, firmly guided
by a clear policy of nonalignment,
independence, and self-reliance.
The country remains singularly and
unfailingly averse to dependency and
fiercely protective of its sovereignty.
As well, despite being a small country
with relatively limited capabilities,
Eritrea’s pragmatic efforts toward
increased engagement, strengthened
ties, and closer cooperation in all areas
with the governments of the region
allow it to contribute actively to the
potential for lasting peace, security,
stability, and prosperity in the Horn
of Africa and wider Red Sea region
– thus helping preserve and advance
its fundamental foreign policy and
national security interests.
Ultimately, after years of conflict,
instability, and crisis, the Horn of
Africa is witnessing encouraging
developments. Moving forward,
peace and cooperation opens great
opportunities for prosperity and
better circumstances for ordinary
Ethiopians, Eritreans, and others
across the region.
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Adverse Impacts on Archaeological Heritage
Dawit Araya

Archaeology is the study of
human beings in the past through
the material remains they left
behind. This constitutes the basic
record and information of all the
vestiges of human existence and
manifestations identified in the
form of immovable monuments,
wall structures or ruins, and
movable or portable objects
like tools, artifacts and botanic
resources.
Archaeological
heritage may be found above
or below the surface of the
earth. Heritage located above
the surface may be observed
and identified easily, while that
below the ground is not easy to
identify. It may be buried through
successive
environmental
events and deposits which bear
superimposed layers of human
existence in the stratigraphy.
Alternatively, it may have been
intentionally buried through
human actions (e.g. burial sites
or tombs).
Archaeological
heritage
is fragile and vulnerable to
different natural and human
agents that can cause a negative
impact. Natural forces include
flooding, weathering, vegetation,
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
and fires. Another factor, caused
by humans, is restricted to
deliberate or accidental damages
by different individuals and
institutions. Destruction which
can be caused by institutions
include
archeological
excavations,
mechanized
agricultural activities (such as
plowing), mining, quarrying,
exploration and extraction, land
development,
development
of
transportation
networks
(such as roads, highways and
airports), land reclamation, land

of the Adulis site is particularly
challenging
and
complex
due to the need to sustain
the archaeological structures
exposed by the poorly planned
and executed excavations of the
late 19th and early 20th century.

modifications,
construction
of residential areas, and
commercial and public utilities.
Damage caused by individuals
may include looting or theft,
vandalism, and damage resulting
from lack of knowledge.

destroy archaeological heritage.
Moreover, longer term natural
factors, such as climate change,
and increased temperatures,
humidity and moisture can lead
to gradual deterioration and
destruction.

Eritrea has a rich history,
ranging
from
prehistoric
archaeology occurring before
the advent of written records to
the recent events of the struggle
for independence. Much of
the archaeological heritage in
Eritrea is now under threat due to
modernization and development
activities. Unfortunately, the
rate of destruction and loss is
increasing. If archaeological
sites are abandoned to disappear,
important
knowledge
and
information about our history
will be lost. Although the loss
of heritage is irreversible, it
is often avoidable and can be
mitigated if effective protection
and conservation measures are
undertaken.

The
destruction
of
archaeological sites can also
be caused by archaeological
excavation activities if they are
not implemented appropriately
or cautiously. Planners and
developers should conduct
thorough archaeological impact
assessment studies and be guided
by conservation ethics.

It is widely known that
archaeological heritage is at
risk of decay or destruction.
Sudden natural forces, such as
floods, erosion, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions can rapidly

In principle, archaeological
excavation is regarded as a
destructive process. Vital records
and the integrity of historic sites
may be lost if excavations are not
designed and monitored carefully.
There are several examples of
excavation leading to destruction
during projects conducted in
Eritrea, including during work on
the archaeological sites of Adulis
and Metera during the colonial
period.
Excavation activities were
carried out on the sites of the
ancient port city of Adulis and

the town of Metera in 1868,
1905, 1962, and 1974 by British,
Italian, and French amateur
archaeologists and scholars. The
excavation activities damaged
the historic sites in several ways.
Precious collections were taken
out of the country, while the sites
were left exposed to destructive
agents without any postexcavation remedial measures.
The archaeologists and scholars
also failed to provide substantial
documents to reconstruct the past
and salvage the integrity of the
archaeological sites.
Adulis is located within an
environmentally and geologically
sensitive region. It is affected
by flooding from three major
rivers in the eastern escarpment,
namely the Haddas, Alighede
and Komaile, which leads to
massive deposits of sediments.
In addition, strong seasonal
winds have, over time, resulted
in eolian dunes and deposits.
Decay caused by salinity from
the sea and moisture is also
high. Adulis is also located in a
seismic affected region that may
cause deformation of the ancient
structures that were left exposed
by the excavations during the
colonial period. Conservation

A column prepared in collaboration with the Eritrea’s culture and sports commission

In the case of Metera,
excavations during the 1950s
and 1970s focused on uncovering
the site’s rich heritage, without
salvaging its integrity. Much of
the heritage of the site has been
removed and taken elsewhere,
while the site has been left
exposed without any preservation
measures to prevent further
deterioration and decay.
Archaeological heritage is
always at risk. However, threats
can be avoided and mitigated
by promoting good management
and encouraging cooperation
among
heritage
managers,
decision makers, and developers.
It is important that legal
protections and proper attention
by concerned institutions is
extended
towards
heritage
resources, while integrated
management of environmental
and cultural resources is greatly
required.
Presently,
there
is a lack of awareness and
proper coordination, as well
some negligence, leading to
considerable damage and loss.
Unfortunately, a number of
potential archaeological sites
have also been affected by urban
and rural developments.
It is undeniable that a number
of development activities are
required to meet human needs
and challenges. Human behavior
and culture are in a dynamic state

continued on page 6
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National Union of Eritrean Women Reiterates its Commitment
to Girl Power on the International Day of the Girl
The National Union of Eritrean
Women (NUEW) and other
Government partners celebrated
the International Day of the Girl
on 11 October, under the theme,
With Her: A Skilled Girlforce.
In a hall packed to capacity
at the Asmara Palace, the event
featured riveting testimonies from
girls and women who battled all
odds to complete their education
and inspired other girls to make
positive changes in their lives.
There was also a presentation
on the findings from the recent
research initiative, Formative
Research and the National
Strategic Plan to End Underage
Marriage in Eritrea.
The event was supported
by UNICEF Eritrea, and was
preceded by a march in the
morning by schoolchildren from
the Red Sea and Barka High
School, who carried banners that
promoted the theme for the day.
Attended by Government
officials, heads of national
associations, heads of UN
agencies, and children from the
Red Sea and Barka High School,
Ms. Tekea Tesfamiceal, President
of NUEW, delivered the keynote
address.
“NUEW has helped to improve
the capacity and competence
of Eritrean women and girls
since its inception during the
struggle for independence, and
it has encouraged women to
take part in nation-building

also congratulated the National
Steering Committee from the
Ministry of Health, the Ministry
of Labour and Social Welfare,
and the NUEW, who worked
steadfastly to bring this important
study to light, which will help
to end underage marriage in
Eritrea.

Children from the Red Sea and Barka high school promote
International Day of the Girl
since independence,” said Ms.
Tesfamicael.
She mentioned that one of the
core goals of the NUEW is to
improve the status of Eritrean
women by raising their political,
economic, and social status.
The theme for this year’s event,
With Her: A Skilled Girlforce, is
set against the backdrop that 1
billion young people – including
600 million adolescent girls
globally – will enter the workforce
in the next decade. More than 90
percent of these young people
who are living in developing
countries will work within the
informal sector, where low pay
and exploitation are common.
In many developing countries,
girls face multiple forms of

gender discrimination. Early
marriage of girls is also a factor
whereby girls are denied the right
to complete their education, and
to learn life-skills and the ability
to gain meaningful employment
to become self-sufficient. This,
in turn, keeps women tied to
low-skilled work with very
little pay and traps them in
an intergenerational cycle of
poverty.
“Today we commit to break
the barriers girls face, including
harmful
social
practices,
that impede their education,
knowledge, and their ability to
become a meaningful part of the
new skilled workforce,” said Ms.
Shaya Ibrahim Asindua, UNICEF
Deputy Representative.
In her speech, Ms. Asindua

This was followed by a
detailed presentation by Dr.
Ghidei Gebreyohannes, from
the Asmara College of Health
Sciences, on factors contributing
to underage marriage in Eritrea.
Additionally, the Fiorina Cultural
Group entertained the assembly
with lively dance routines, as
well as a drama that drove home
the message about the benefits of

Fatuma Ali
reach out to communities to talk
about the benefits of resisting
early marriage and to promote the
importance of girls’ education.
The second testimony was by
Mihret Berhaki, who was married

Hanna Kahsay Embaye (left) and Mihret Berhaki
getting girls married only after
they complete their education
and attain maturity.
The crowd was inspired by
powerful testimonies, particularly
of 19-year-old Fatuma Ali from
the Afar community in the
Southern Red Sea region, who
resisted marriage when she was
16.
“I was the only girl from my
community to complete lower
secondary and to transit to
secondary school. My parents
were told that I should get married
and that there was no need for a
girl to gain so much education,”
said Fatuma, who was determined
to complete her education.
She convinced her parents and
gained the support of her father,
and today Fatuma is in college
and a role model for many.
Though it was her first public
appearance, Fatuma wants to

at 15. Even after having children
early, she convinced her husband
to support her education. She
went on to complete her college
degree. Today she works for the
Ministry of Information and is
expecting her third child.
The third testimony was
by Hanna Kahsay Embaye,
an accomplished writer and
filmmaker. Born in the Gash
Barka region, she travelled to
Asmara to gain a college degree
and to follow her dreams.
“I struggled a lot in the beginning
and worked at many low paying
jobs washing dishes and clothes
for many families. But I never
gave up on my dreams to become
a writer and a filmmaker,” said
Ms. Embaye to cheers of approval
from the assembly. Today she is

continued on page 6
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World Standards Day

“International Standards and the
Fourth Industrial Revolution”
The theme for this year’s World
Standards Day, which is annually
recognized on 14 October, is
“International Standards and the
Fourth Industrial Revolution”.
The International Electrotechnical
Commission
(IEC),
the
International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), and the
International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) stand together and
celebrate the event with the same
motto. This year marks the fortyninth time that World Standards
Day will be celebrated globally.
In Eritrea, the day is being
commemorated for the twentieth
time and through the country’s
national agency, the Eritrean
Standards Institution (ESI).
Just as standards were crucial
during the Industrial Revolution,
occurring over 250 years ago, they
will also play a critical role in the
“Fourth Industrial Revolution”.

The
“Fourth
Industrial
Revolution” refers to the
emerging technologies, which are
blurring the traditional boundaries
between the physical, digital, and
biological worlds. This increased
connectivity of people and things
will impact the way we produce,
trade, and communicate, much
like steam power transformed
production methods and the way
of life of many societies during
the Industrial Revolution.
In the 18th century, the transition
from manual work to machinery
and factory work raised the need
for standards. For example, to
replace machine parts and enable
specialized mass production of
components.
Today, standards will once more
play a key role in the transition
to a new era. The speed of
change we are witnessing would

Adverse Impacts . . .
continued from page 4
of flux and there are always new
demands and new innovations.
Demands for the provision of
basic services and facilities have
grown tremendously. Similarly, a
wide range of activities, such as
like mining, extraction, housing,
road and dam construction have
increased.
These activities may bring
negative consequences upon
irreplaceable
archaeological
and cultural heritage. Thus,
harmonizing
development
activities
with
heritage
conservation in Eritrea is central
to supporting integrated heritage
management. A number of
commendable activities have been
realized through coordination.
For
example,
feasibility
studies within the mining
sector have allowed cultural
impact assessment studies to
be conducted, thus enabling the
salvaging of significant heritage
sites and materials. Similar
coordination activities have also
occurred during road construction
and other development-related

activities.
However, a number of sites
are threatened by destruction
amid development. For instance,
settlement encroachment and land
reclamation continue to affect
important sites, like Qohaito
and Metera, and instances of
bulldozed sites are visible in
some areas. As well, a number of
sites around Asmara have been
affected by urban development
and residential expansion, while
road development and other
construction activities adversely
affect archaeological sites in
rural areas.
To ensure the sustainable
management and conservation
of the archaeological heritage
of Eritrea, closer cooperation
and
coordination
between
relevant stakeholders is required.
Developers and planners should
consider the potential impact
of various activities upon
heritage sites. The integration
of cultural impact assessment in
development projects will best
reconcile the needs of national
development
and
cultural
heritage conservation.

not be possible without them.
Innovators rely on international
standards, like those produced by
the IEC, ISO, and ITU, to ensure
compatibility and interoperability,
so that new technologies can be
seamlessly adopted. They are also
a vehicle to spread knowledge
and innovation globally.
The rapid pace of change being
brought about by the Fourth
Industrial Revolution has its
challenges. Robots and artificial
intelligence will take over more
and more tasks previously done by
humans, additive manufacturing
(also known as 3D printing)
will change the way we make
goods and give us the ability to
“print things” at home, and as
everything from planes to baby
monitors are connected digitally,
the vulnerability of data and the
consequences of a breach are
growing exponentially. These are

only some examples of the issues
presented by a new generation of
smart technologies characterized
by
big
data,
increased
integration, cloud storage and
open communication of devices,
to name a few. International
standards are a powerful way to
ensure safety and minimize risk.
For example, security standards

can keep our data safe and deter
hackers, while safety standards
for robots will make it easier to
interact with humans.
The
Fourth
Industrial
Revolution has begun, but in
order to seize its full potential
for the betterment of society,
standards are needed.

National Union of Eritrean Women . . .
continued from page 5
an accomplished professional
with three children, as well as
a positive role model for young
girls and women in Eritrea.
Educating girls is even more
imperative when considering
that today’s generation of girls is
preparing to enter a world of work
that is fast being transformed
by innovation and automation.
Educated and skilled workers are
in great demand, but roughly a
quarter of young people – most
of them female – are currently
neither employed nor in education
or training.
For girls to acquire the skills
and training necessary to secure
decent work in the future, there
is a need to ensure the following
three important goals:		
		
•
Children and girls are
in school so they access learning
opportunities and progress to
secondary school.		
•

Girls gain key life skills,

such as self-confidence, problem
solving, and critical thinking,
which are crucial to succeed in
this rapidly changing world.
•
Girls transition from
school to work by getting adequate
access to career guidance, female
mentors and other relevant
training.					
The commemoration was also
an opportunity to accelerate
efforts towards Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG) 8,
which aims to “increase the
number of youth and adults who
have relevant skills, including
technical and vocational skills,
for employment, decent jobs and
entrepreneurship”.
Work towards SDG 8 will
contribute to ensuring all girls
and women, including those with
disabilities, have equal rights,
education, and opportunities as
called for in SDGs 4 and 5.
The International Day of the
Girl, celebrated globally since
2012, is the culmination of youth
advocacy around the world, which
led the United Nations to declare

October 11 as the International
Day of the Girl Child. Its
mission is “to help galvanize
worldwide enthusiasm for goals
to better girls’ lives, providing
an opportunity for them to show
leadership and reach their full
potential.”
It is a day when all organisations
working for the rights of women
and girls around the world come
together under the same goal to
highlight, discuss, and act to
advance rights and opportunities
for girls everywhere. This is the
second time that International
Day of the Girl is being celebrated
in Eritrea, and the seventh time
globally.
The concluding message for
the day was that we should all
stand with our girls – the future
leaders, entrepreneurs, teachers,
scientists and software engineers
– to develop their skills and
remove other gender barriers that
they face, so that every girl can
join A Skilled GirlForce.
Robin Giri,
UNICEF ERITREA
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Together
Eritrean (B8) & Ethiopian (ET) Airlines
Code Share Flight: No-Stop
• Asmara- Addis Ababa-Asmara- Daily : Effective October 28/2018
					
• Asmara-Dubai-Asmara – Daily : Effective October 28/2018			
				
•

Asmara-Rome-Asmara - 3 Times a week : Effective December 01

/2018 							
• Asmara-Milan-Asmara - 3 Times a week: Effective December 01
/2018						

•

Asmara-Stockholm-Asmara - 3 Times a week: Effective December

01 /2018						
•

Asmara-Oslo-Asmara - 3 Times a week : Effective December 01

/2018						
For Information contact Eritrean Airlines office, Asmara Tel +
291.1.125500/1 or 124409
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“The meeting of President Isaias Afwerki and Italian Prime Minister
Giuseppe Conte is of great significance to the people of Eritrea and Italy”
esghen

Tem
Billion

-Eritrea’s Presidential Advisor Yemane Ghebreab

Eritrea and Italy share a long history that dates back over a century. Recently, the Italian Prime Minister,
Giuseppe Conte, paid a one day visit to Eritrea upon the invitation of Eritrean President Isaias Afwerki.
On the occasion, Eritrea’s Presidential Advisor, Yemane Ghebreab, gave a media briefing about the
historic meeting between the Eritrean and Italian leaders. Today’s Q & A provides a recap.

What was the Italian Prime
Minister’s visit all about?
This meeting is a historic event
that marks the strengthening of
bilateral ties between Eritrea
and Italia. The relationship
between Eritreans and Italians is
longstanding. Today, the leaders
have agreed to work jointly to
reinforce these historic and cultural
relations.
The leaders agreed on the fact
that the recent bilateral agreements
between Eritrea and Ethiopia, as
well as the trilateral agreements
of cooperation between Eritrea,
Ethiopia and Somalia, are
important for the Horn of Africa
and the Republic of Italy.
Did the leaders discuss the
possibility for future economic
cooperation?
Yes they did. There are
prospects for economic and
political cooperation between
Eritrea and Italy. Eritrea and Italy
will work together toward more
robust cooperation within the
economic, commercial, education,
and cultural sectors. Furthermore,
the two leaders also agreed to soon
establish a commission to ensure
the implementation and smooth
progress of the agreements.
What does the future hold for
Eritrea and Italy?
Following Prime Minister Conte’s
visit to Eritrea, a delegation will
conduct an official visit to Eritrea.
Additionally, in the coming month
another delegation from Italy is
expected to pay a visit to Eritrea.
As I noted previously, there will

be strong bilateral cooperation in
numerous economic and cultural
sectors.
What about the issue of the
sanctions unjustly imposed on
Eritrea? Did the leaders talk
about it?
No they did not. That was not
the primary focus of the meeting.
However, they did extensively
discuss the development of
bilateral relations and other
regional and global developments
of joint significance to Eritrea and
Italy.
That being said, it should be
noted that Italy has been a strong
advocate for the lifting of the
unjust sanctions. Nevertheless,
what matters most is our internal
peace and stability. Eritrea has long
been working beyond its borders
for regional peace, security, and
stability. The unfolding dynamics
of the Horn attest to the regional
cooperation that Eritrea and other
countries of Africa are working
for.
Regarding sanctions, Eritrea is
not begging. We are demanding
for fundamental and basic rights.
The sanctions have to be lifted,
both on moral and legal grounds.
But if not, it should be understood
that they are not holding back
Eritrea from achieving its goals,
as the State of Eritrea has attained
its developmental objectives
regardless. The sisterly countries
of the Horn are now set to attain
greater achievements through
strengthening regional integration
and cooperation. This will be
significant to the region, as well as
to Italy.

